HOW TO ATTACH YOUR CLASP (to leather cord or cotton bollo)

Materials you will need:
Scissors
Super glue gel
Toothpick

Step 1.
Using Scissors trim end of cord on an angle so it has a point.
Step 2. Put small amount super glue gel in container.

Step 3. Pick up glue with toothpick and place into one end of clasp. Rotating the toothpick inside the cord end to coat all sides. Repeat. Do not get super glue gel on outside of clasp. If you do wipe away immediately with paper towel.
Step 4.
Place cord into cord end that you just placed the glue in. Let dry 15 minutes.

Step 5.
Design your project, add beads. Repeat step 1-4 to adhere the loose end of cord to other end of clasp.